
 

 
 
High Jump Procedures at Arana 
One of the main aims of the High Jump competition at Regional and State Championships is to determine 

who the best athlete is. At our Friday night Centre Competitions our aims are different - we aim to give 

every athlete, regardless of ability, an equal opportunity to achieve their personal best. Our rules and 

procedures are therefore slightly different, please read on to learn how ... 

  

Let's start by considering the problems with how High Jump is often conducted: 

In the interests of a timely finish, the bar is commonly set at an opening height that is intimidating for the 

weaker athletes. If they are lucky, they barely make it over the first height and are out of the competition 

after only attempting one or two heights and are therefore unable to build their skill and confidence at this 

event. Or worse yet, they go home without a height. Meanwhile, the stronger athletes insist on attempting 

every height from the start height up to and possibly beyond their previous personal bests. For the best 

jumpers, this not uncommonly amounts to attempting 10 or more different heights. In the process, they 

have worn themselves out (possibly preventing them from achieving their best) and the event has gone on 

for over 90 minutes - leading parents to want to start at an even higher opening height next time.  

  

Our goal of giving every athlete an equal chance of achieving a personal best requires that all athletes 

(regardless of ability) should be attempting approximately the same number of different heights. Compared 

to what often happens, we want the weaker jumpers to attempt more heights and for the stronger jumpers 

to attempt fewer heights resulting in all athletes having a similar number of attempts. The key to achieving 

this is understanding that the stronger athletes do not (and should not) attempt every height - they can 

instead "pass" at a height, yet still remain in the competition. An athlete is only knocked out of the 

competition if they fail three consecutive attempts (passing does not count as a fail). 

  

High Jump coaches recommend that athletes (after first clearing an opening "warm up" height), pass until 

the bar height reaches approximately 20cm below their current season best. If they start jumping sooner, 

they will fatigue, so it is in their own best interest to follow this guideline. Our desire is for this guideline to 

be followed by all athletes, from the weakest to the strongest. To assist with this policy, our High Jump 

result sheets have been specially tailored to indicate each athlete’s season best and the heights that they 

should be passing at. See the sample result sheet here. 

https://gallery.mailchimp.com/8140730507f5392363d20ffa1/files/Sample_HighJump.pdf


 

  

So, our procedures for conducting High Jump at Arana Centre competitions are as follows: 

1. Set the bar at the height listed in the first column on the result sheet. This height is chosen to be 

20cm below the season best of the weakest athlete. Please do not set the bar at a higher height, 

even if you feel that all athletes in the field are capable of clearing - the weaker athletes deserve 

the right to build their skill and confidence by attempting multiple heights that are comfortably 

within their abilities. 
2. All athletes (even the strongest) should be encouraged to attempt this opening height so that we 

can start the competition knowing that all athletes have cleared at least one height. If any athlete 

fails to successfully jump that opening height after three attempts, then the bar should be lowered 

until everyone is able to clear. Arana Rule number 1: An athlete should never go home 

without a successful height - ever! 
3. The bar should then be raised in increments of exactly 5cm until no athletes remain in 

the competition. Note - our old policy of raising the bar in smaller increments (3cm and 1cm) 

when fewer athletes remain is no longer being used - please spread the word to other parents 

who may be unaware of this change. The only exception to this rule is when the bar will be raised 

to equal or better a club record. If the raise to equal a club record is less than 5cm, that is okay. 
4. Please strongly encourage the stronger athletes to pass at those heights that are shaded grey on 

the result sheet. For younger athletes, “strongly encouraging” them to pass translates to “don’t 

call out their name”. If you ask an U10 boy if they would “like to jump” – they will always say yes, 

even if it is not ultimately in their own best interest and even if as a consequence the event takes 

hours to complete. 
5. Please use precisely the heights listed on the result sheet, i.e. do not round them to the nearest 

round number. The heights listed on the result sheets will vary from week to week and 

are carefully selected to make it easy for as many athletes as possible to achieve a season best. 

One week the bar might start at say 45cm, while the next it might start at 46cm - so that athletes 

only need to make a 1cm improvement in order to achieve a season best. 

We hope that you will be supportive of our philosophy and help us achieve a fair go for all while still 

achieving a timely completion for High Jump events. Please help us spread the word to other parents who 

may not have read this far. 
 


